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The pp → fW;W0g → lν and pp → fγ; Z; Z0g → lþl− (l ¼ e, μ) processes in the SUð3ÞC × SOð5Þ ×
Uð1ÞX gauge-Higgs unification (GHU) models are studied, whereW0 and Z0 bosons are Kaluza-Klein (KK)
exited states of the electroweak gauge bosons. From the experimental data collected at the Large Hadron
Collider, constraints on the KK mass scale and the Aharonov-Bohm phase are obtained. One can explore
the KK mass scale in the grand unified theory inspired GHU model up to 18 TeV for the luminosity
300 fb−1 and 22 TeV for the luminosity 3000 fb−1 at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.105.055015

I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental results at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
collected at a center-of-mass energy

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV during
the year 2015-2018 have been presented by ATLAS [1–4]
and CMS [5,6] groups. No direct signals of new physics
beyond the standard model (SM) have been observed at the
LHC so far. In many models such as the sequential standard
model, left-right symmetric model, grand unified theories
(GUT) and models with an extra dimension, there appear
W0 or Z0 bosons [7–10]. Physics ofW0 and Z0 bosons at the
LHC has been an important subject [11–33].
The gauge-Higgs unification (GHU) is one of the

approaches to the gauge hierarchy problem [34–44].
GHU models are constructed in higher dimensional space-
time and the Higgs boson is identified as a part of an extra-
dimensional component of gauge bosons. Hence physics of
the Higgs boson is governed by the gauge principle and the
Higgs boson mass is generated by quantum corrections in
GHU models. Many GHU models are proposed for the
electroweak unification [45–59] and GHU models for the
grand unification are also presented [60–69]. Among them
two types of SUð3ÞC × SOð5Þ ×Uð1ÞX GHUmodels in the
warped spacetime have been studied. One of them is called

the “A-model,” where quark-lepton multiplets are intro-
duced in the vector representation of SOð5Þ [45–49]. The
other is called the “B-model,” where quark-lepton multip-
lets are introduced in the spinor representation of SOð5Þ
[50–54] which has been motivated from the study of the
SOð11Þ gauge-Higgs GUT [60–63], and is called the GUT
inspired GHU model.
In SUð3ÞC × SOð5Þ ×Uð1ÞX GHU models Kaluza-

Klein (KK) exited states of the electroweak gauge bosons
appear as W0 or Z0 bosons. In our previous work, the
constraint θH ≲ 0.11 andmKK ≳ 8 TeV has been derived in
the A-model from the LHC data at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV, where θH
is the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) phase in the fifth dimension
and mKK is the KK mass scale [47]. The W boson mass
(mW) is related to the KK mass scale through θH as mW ≃
Oð0.1Þ ×mKK sin θH [50]. Thus the KK scale can be two
orders of magnitude larger than the electroweak scale for
θH ≃ 0.1. The effect of Z0 bosons is also significant for
future linear colliders with polarized electron and positron
beams. Because of the large asymmetries in the Z0
couplings to left- and right-handed fermions, some observ-
ables in the GHU A-model deviate from those in the SM
even at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ Oð100Þ GeV with the use of polarized beams
[48,49]. In the eþe− → μþμ− process at the International
Linear Collider (ILC) with

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 250 GeV [70–72], the
deviation of the forward-backward asymmetry from the SM
prediction becomes −2% with the right-handed electron
beam for θH ≃ 0.09. The deviation can be seen with
250 fb−1 data. The Higgs decay branching ratios are found
to be nearly the same as those in the SM [45], whereas the
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Higgs triple and quartic couplings deviate 9% and 37%
from those in the SM, respectively [46]. It is not easy to
distinguish GHU models from the SM from the Higgs data
at the ILC.
The effects of Z0 bosons in the GHU B-model at the ILC

have been studied in Ref. [53]. The deviation of the
forward-backward asymmetry from the SM prediction is
about −1% in the eþe− → μþμ− process at the 250 GeV
ILC with polarized left-handed electron beams for
θH ≃ 0.10, where the KK mass scale is 13 TeV. The
deviation of the differential left-right asymmetry reaches
to about −20% in the forward region with the same
parameters. The A-model and B-model can be distin-
guished by the dependence in the forward-backward
asymmetry and left-right asymmetry on the polarization
of electron and positron beams, as the two models exhibit
opposite dependence on the polarization.
Another specific feature of the GHU B-model is the

appearance of the two step phase transitions at T ∼ 2.6 TeV
and T ¼ 163 GeV [54]. At sufficiently high temperature,
the effective potential has a minimum at θH ¼ π. The two
phases θH ¼ 0 and θH ¼ π become degenerate at T ∼mKK,
where the two phases have SUð2ÞL × Uð1ÞY and SUð2ÞR ×
Uð1ÞY 0 symmetry, respectively. As the temperature
becomes lower, the θH ¼ 0 state becomes the true vacuum
and a first-order phase transition from θH ¼ π to θH ¼ 0
takes place at T ∼ 2.6 TeV. This transition is called the left-
right phase transition. At T ¼ 163 GeV, the electroweak
symmetry breaking (EWSB) occurs and the Higgs boson
acquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV). This electro-
weak phase transition is found to be weakly first order.
In this paper, the pp → lν and pp → lþl− (l ¼ e, μ)

processes in the GHU A-model and B-model at the LHC
are studied. Because significant differences between
observables in the SM and those in the GHU models at
the ILC are predicted [48,49,53], effects of W0 and Z0
bosons are expected to be significant at the LHC as well.
The decay widths of these KK gauge bosons are large
because of the large couplings to fermions. As a conse-
quence,W0 and Z0 bosons appear not as narrow peaks but as
broad resonances in cross sections. Collider signals for
these W0 and Z0 bosons with large decay widths are not
studied well, and will be studied in this paper. Experimental
results for the pp → lν and pp → lþl− processes at the
LHC at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV with up to 140 fb−1 data have been
published [1–3,5]. The constraint on the A-model is
updated and is given by θH ≲ 0.08 and mKK ≳ 9.5 TeV.
The constraint on the B-model is given by θH < 0.10 and
mKK > 13 TeV. At

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV with the luminosity
300 fb−1, the discovery significance of the pp → eþe−
process in the A-model is 6.49 formKK ¼ 9.5 TeV, and the
discovery significance of the pp → eν process in the
B-model can be maximally 5.08 for mKK ¼ 15 TeV and
can be 1.64 for mKK ≃ 18 TeV. At the future High
Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) [73–75], the discovery

significance of the pp → eν process in the B-model can
be maximally 1.61 for mKK ≃ 22 TeV.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the outline

of the GHU A-model and B-model is introduced. In
Sec. III, definitions of differential cross sections are given.
In Sec. IV, we evaluate differential cross sections for pp →
lν and pp → lþl− processes and constrain the parameters
from the experimental results at the LHC Run 2. In Sec. V,
the predictions for future LHC experiments are shown.
Section VI is devoted to a summary and discussions.

II. MODEL

The SUð3ÞC × SOð5Þ ×Uð1ÞX GHU A-model and B-
model have been given in Refs. [46] and [50], in which the
action, orbifold boundary conditions (BCs), wave functions
and formulae to determine the mass spectrum of each field
are explained. The details of the models are not repeated
here. In this section, we briefly introduce the models and
explain definitions of relevant parameters.
The SUð3ÞC × SOð5Þ ×Uð1ÞX GHUmodels are defined

on the Randall-Sundrum warped spacetime with the metric
given by

ds2 ¼ gMNdxMdxN ¼ e−2σðyÞημνdxμdxν þ dy2; ð2:1Þ

where M;N ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, μ, ν ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3, y ¼ x5,
ημν ¼ diagð−1;þ1;þ1;þ1Þ, σðyÞ ¼ σðyþ 2LÞ ¼ σð−yÞ,
and σðyÞ ¼ ky for 0 ≤ y ≤ L. In terms of the coordinate
z ¼ eky (1 ≤ z ≤ zL ¼ ekL) in the region 0 ≤ y ≤ L, the
metric is written by

ds2 ¼ 1

z2

�
ημνdxμdxν þ

dz2

k2

�
: ð2:2Þ

The bulk region 0 < y < L (1 < z < zL) is an anti–de
Sitter (AdS) spacetime. The UV and IR branes are located
at y ¼ 0 (z ¼ 1) and y ¼ L (z ¼ zL), respectively. The
parameter k is AdS curvature. The KK mass scale is given
by mKK ≡ πk=ðzL − 1Þ ≃ πkz−1L for zL ≫ 1.
The gauge bosons of the SUð3ÞC, SOð5Þ, and Uð1ÞX

gauge groups are expressed by ASUð3ÞC
M , ASOð5Þ

M , and AUð1ÞX
M ,

respectively. The BCs for each gauge boson are given by

�
Aμ

Ay

�
ðx; yj − yÞ ¼ Pj

�
Aμ

−Ay

�
ðx; yj þ yÞP−1

j ; ð2:3Þ

where ðy0; y1Þ ¼ ð0; LÞ. Concretely, P0 ¼ P1 ¼ I3 for

ASUð3ÞC
M , P0 ¼ P1 ¼ 1 for AUð1ÞX

M , P0 ¼ P1 ¼ PSOð5Þ
5 ¼

diagðI4;−I1Þ for ASOð5Þ
M in the vector representation and

PSOð5Þ
4 ¼ diagðI2;−I2Þ in the spinor representation, respec-

tively. By the orbifold BCs, SUð3ÞC × SOð5Þ ×Uð1ÞX is
broken to SUð3ÞC × SOð4Þ×Uð1ÞX ≃ SUð3ÞC × SUð2ÞL×
SUð2ÞR ×Uð1ÞX. ASUð3ÞC

μ , AUð1ÞX
μ , and SOð5Þ=SOð4Þ part
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of ASOð5Þ
y have zero modes. The zero modes of ASOð5Þ

y

correspond to the Higgs doublet in the SM. At this stage the

SOð4Þ ≃ SUð2ÞL × SUð2ÞR part of ASOð5Þ
μ also have zero

modes. A brane scalar field Φð1;4ÞðxÞ is introduced on the
UV brane, which spontaneously breaks SOð4Þ ×Uð1ÞX
symmetry to SUð2ÞL × Uð1ÞY symmetry. Finally,
SUð2ÞL ×Uð1ÞY symmetry is dynamically broken to
Uð1ÞEM symmetry by an AB phase in the fifth dimension.
Only γ,W�, and Z appear as gauge bosons at low energies.
At higher energies, in addition to their KK modes γðnÞ,
W�ðnÞ, and ZðnÞ, the KK modes of the broken SUð2ÞR
gauge bosons,W�ðnÞ

R and ZðnÞ
R can be excited. γðnÞ, ZðnÞ, and

ZðnÞ
R appear as Z0 bosons, and W�ðnÞ and W�ðnÞ

R appear as
W0 bosons in SUð3ÞC × SOð5Þ ×Uð1ÞX GHU models.
The 4D Higgs boson doublet ϕHðxÞ is the zero mode of

ASOð5Þ
z ¼ ðkzÞ−1ASOð5Þ

y :

Aðj5Þ
z ðx; zÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi

k
p ϕjðxÞuHðzÞ þ � � � ; uHðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

z2L − 1

s
z;

ϕHðxÞ ¼
1ffiffiffi
2

p
�
ϕ2 þ iϕ1

ϕ4 − iϕ3

�
: ð2:4Þ

Without loss of generality, we set hϕ1i; hϕ2i; hϕ3i ¼ 0 and
hϕ4i ≠ 0, which is related to the AB phase θH in the fifth
dimension by hϕ4i ¼ θHfH, where

fH ¼ 2

gw

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k

Lðz2L − 1Þ

s
: ð2:5Þ

The representations and BCs of the matter fields are
different between the A-model and B-model, where the
matter fields are introduced both in the bulk and on the UV
brane. The matter fields of these two models are listed in
Table I. In the A-model, the SM quarks and leptons are
identified with the zero modes of the SOð5Þ-vector fer-
mions Ψα

a (a ¼ 1;…; 4 and α ¼ 1, 2, 3). The BCs for those
fields are given by

Ψα
aðx; yj − yÞ ¼ PSOð5Þ

5 Γ5Ψα
aðx; yj þ yÞ: ð2:6Þ

Meanwhile, in the B-model, the SM quarks and leptons are
identified with the zero modes of the SOð5Þ-spinor and
singlet fermions Ψα

ð3;4Þ, Ψ
�α
ð3;1Þ, and Ψα

ð1;4Þ (α ¼ 1, 2, 3).

These fields obey the following BCs:

Ψα
ð3;4Þðx; yj − yÞ ¼ −PSOð5Þ

4 γ5Ψα
ð3;4Þðx; yj þ yÞ;

Ψ�α
ð3;1Þðx; yj − yÞ ¼∓ γ5Ψ�α

ð3;1Þðx; yj þ yÞ;
Ψα

ð1;4Þðx; yj − yÞ ¼ −PSOð5Þ
4 γ5Ψα

ð1;4Þðx; yj þ yÞ: ð2:7Þ

With BCs (2.7), the SUð2ÞL (SUð2ÞR) components ofΨα
ð3;4Þ

and Ψα
ð1;4Þ have the left-(right-) handed zero modes and

Ψþα
ð3;1Þ (Ψ−α

ð3;1Þ) has the left-(right-)handed zero modes,

respectively. These zero modes mix with each other
through the AB phase θH and brane interactions.
There are matter fields having no zero modes, which is

referred as the dark fermions. Those dark fermions are
necessary to have dynamical EWSB with suitable value of
θH. Dark fermions do not couple directly with the quarks
and leptons and the lightest modes of dark fermions have
masses about mKK=2. Decay of the first KK gauge bosons
to dark fermions are either forbidden or negligible. The
details of the dark fermions are given in Ref. [50].
The procedure to determine the model parameters is

explained in Refs. [46,50–52]. With specified parameters,
masses and couplings are all determined. It has been shown
that one can introduce the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix in the GHU B-model while flavor changing
neutral currents (FCNCs) are naturally suppressed [51].
The tree-level FCNCs exist only in the down-type quark
sector and the magnitude of their couplings is of the order
ofOð10−6Þ. In this paper, the CKMmatrix is not introduced
for simplicity.
As benchmark points, eight parameter sets are taken as

shown in Table II. These benchmark points are chosen for
the following reason. In the A-model, there are two free
parameters zL (or mKK) and nF (the number of dark
fermions). The effects of nF on physics of the gauge

TABLE I. Matter fields. Brane fields and the symmetry at the UV brane are also shown.

A-model B-model

Quark Ψα
1∶ð3; 5Þþ2

3
;Ψα

2∶ð3; 5Þ−1
3

Ψα
ð3;4Þ∶ð3; 4Þþ1

6
;Ψ�α

ð3;1Þ∶ð3; 1Þ�−1
3

Lepton Ψα
3∶ð1; 5Þ0;Ψα

4∶ð1; 5Þ−1 Ψα
ð1;4Þð1; 4Þ−1

2

Dark fermion Ψδ
F∶ð1; 4Þþ1

2
Ψβ

Fq
∶ð3; 4Þþ1

6
;Ψβ

Fl
∶ð1; 4Þ−1

2

Ψ�γ
V ∶ð1; 5Þ�0

Brane fermion χ̂q1;2;3R∶ð3; ½2; 1�Þþ7
6
;þ1

6
;−5

6
χ∶ð1; 1Þ0

χ̂q1;2;3R∶ð1; ½2; 1�Þþ1
2
;−1

2
;−3

2

Brane scalar Φ̂∶ð1; ½1; 2�Þþ1
2

Φð1;4Þ∶ð1; 4Þ1
2

Symmetry of brane interactions SUð3ÞC × SOð4Þ × Uð1ÞX SUð3ÞC × SOð5Þ × Uð1ÞX
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bosons, Higgs bosons, quarks and leptons turn out very
small. Once a set of parameters (nF, zL) is set, θH is
determined and couplings among these fields are deter-
mined by θH. Hence a relevant free parameter is effectively
θH only. The value of nF affects a lower limit of θH and a
dark fermion mass. For a larger nF, the lower limit of θH is
smaller and the lowest mode of the dark fermion has a
lower mass. We take nF ¼ 4, where the lower limit of θH is
θH ≃ 0.08. The top quark and Higgs boson mass cannot be
reproduced for nF ¼ 4 and θH < 0.08 in the A-model. In
the B-model, there are four free parameters in the dark
fermion sector, and zL and θH are not uniquely determined.
These parameters are constrained to reproduce the top
quark mass and EWSB. The top quark mass is realized only
for zL ≳ 108.1, and the EWSB is triggered only for zL ≲
1015.5 for θH ¼ 0.10. Consistent parameter sets are
obtained only for 108.1 ≲ zL ≲ 1015.5 [52]. We set θH ¼
0.10 and choose, as typical values, integral values of mKK/
TeV in the allowed region. To check the θH-dependence,
θH ¼ 0.11, 0.10, 0.09 are chosen for mKK ¼ 13 TeV.

The masses and decay widths of the Wð1Þ and Wð1Þ
R

bosons are shown in Table II, where the decay widths

are calculated by the couplings shown in Tables III–VII
and VIII. Those of the γð1Þ, Zð1Þ and Zð1Þ

R bosons are shown
in Refs. [49,53]. The masses of Wð1Þ, Zð1Þ and γð1Þ bosons
are almost degenerate and about 0.8 times the KK mass

scale. The masses of Wð1Þ
R and Zð1Þ

R bosons are slightly
lighter than those of Wð1Þ and Zð1Þ bosons.
The couplings among particles depend on the behavior

of their wave-functions. In the θH → 0 limit, W and WR
bosons are purely SUð2ÞL and SUð2ÞR gauge bosons. In the
A-model, zero modes of left-handed quarks and leptons are
SUð2ÞL × SUð2ÞR bidoublets, whereas right-handed
quarks and leptons are singlets. W and WR bosons do
not couple with right-handed quarks and leptons, as those
couplings are determined by overlap integrals of their

wave-functions. Wð1Þ and Wð1Þ
R bosons are localized near

the IR brane and zero modes of left-handed quarks and
leptons are localized near the UV brane except for the top
quark. Consequently, Wð1Þ couples with left-handed SM
fermions very weakly except for the top quark and does not
couple with right-handed SM fermions. The decay width of
Wð1Þ is narrow as shown in Table II.
On the other hand, the Wð1Þ couplings with left-handed

fermions are large in the B-model. The zero modes of the
left- and right-handed quarks and leptons in the B-model

TABLE II. Masses and widths of Wð1Þ and Wð1Þ
R are listed. Those in the A-model are shown for θH ¼ 0.10, 0.09, 0.08 in the upper

table. Those in the B-model are shown for θH ¼ 0.10 and three mKK ¼ 11, 13, 15 TeV in the middle table and for mKK ¼ 13 TeV and
three θH ¼ 0.11, 0.10, 0.09 in the lower table.

Name θH (rad) mKK (TeV) zL k (GeV) mWð1Þ (TeV) ΓWð1Þ (TeV) m
Wð1Þ

R
(TeV) Γ

Wð1Þ
R

(TeV) Table

A1 0.10 8.063 2.900 × 104 7.443 × 107 6.585 0.236 6.172 0.098
A2 0.09 8.721 1.700 × 104 4.719 × 107 7.149 0.271 6.676 0.101 III
A3 0.08 9.544 1.010 × 104 3.068 × 107 7.855 0.356 7.305 0.105

BL 0.10 11 1.980 × 108 6.933 × 1011 8.713 5.925 8.420 0.218 V
B 0.10 13 3.865 × 1011 1.599 × 1015 10.20 9.812 9.951 0.368 IV
BH 0.10 15 2.667 × 1015 1.273 × 1019 11.69 14.85 11.48 0.565 VI

Bþ 0.11 13 1.021 × 1014 4.223 × 1017 10.15 11.75 9.951 0.445 VII
B 0.10 13 3.865 × 1011 1.599 × 1015 10.20 9.812 9.951 0.368 IV
B− 0.09 13 2.470 × 109 1.022 × 1013 10.26 7.993 9.951 0.291 VIII

TABLE III. Coupling constants of 1st KK W boson to
fermions in units of gw=

ffiffiffi
2

p
are listed for A-model, where

sin2 θ0W ¼ 0.23126. The value less than 10−4 is written as 0.
The W boson couplings are gLWff0 ¼ 1.000 for ff0 ≠ tb and

gLWtb ¼ 0.9993 for A1, gLWtb ¼ 0.9994 for A2 and A3. The
couplings of the first KK WR boson to fermions are exactly zero.

A1 A2 A3

ff0 gL
Wð1Þff0 gR

Wð1Þff0 gL
Wð1Þff0 gR

Wð1Þff0 gL
Wð1Þff0 gR

Wð1Þff0

eνe −0.3675 0 −0.3785 0 −0.3901 0
μνμ −0.3675 0 −0.3785 0 −0.3901 0
τντ −0.3670 0 −0.3779 0 −0.3898 0
ud −0.3675 0 −0.3785 0 −0.3901 0
cs −0.3675 0 −0.3785 0 −0.3901 0
tb þ1.4588 0 þ1.5635 0 þ1.8313 0

TABLE IV. Coupling constants of charged vector bosons, W0
bosons, to fermions in units of gw=

ffiffiffi
2

p
are listed for θH ¼ 0.10

andmKK ¼ 13 TeV (B) in Table II, where sin2 θ0W ¼ 0.2306. The
value less than 10−4 is written as 0.

ff0 gLWff0 gRWff0 gL
Wð1Þff0 gR

Wð1Þff0 gL
Wð1Þ

R ff0
gR
Wð1Þ

R ff0

eνe 0.9976 0 5.7451 0 0.0146 0
μνμ 0.9976 0 5.4705 0 0.0139 0
τντ 0.9976 0 5.2877 0 0.0134 0
ud 0.9976 0 5.5626 0 0.0141 0
cs 0.9976 0 5.3588 0 0.0136 0
tb 0.9980 0 4.4108 0 0.0113 −0.0344
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are purely SUð2ÞL and SUð2ÞR components, respectively.
ThereforeWð1Þ mainly couples with left-handed quarks and

leptons andWð1Þ
R mainly couples with right-handed ones for

small θH. In contrast to the A-model, the zero modes of left-
handed quarks and leptons are localized near the IR brane
and the zero modes of right-handed quarks and leptons are
localized near the UV brane in the B-model. Hence, the
Wð1Þ couplings with left-handed fermions are large,
numerically being of Oð1Þ × gw=

ffiffiffi
2

p
. In contrast to it,

the Wð1Þ
R couplings with left-handed fermions are small,

numerically being of Oð10−2Þ × gw=
ffiffiffi
2

p
. The Wð1Þ and

Wð1Þ
R couplings with right-handed fermions are tiny and

negligible except for Wð1Þ
R t̄RbR coupling. Because of the

large Wð1Þ couplings with left-handed fermions, the decay

width of Wð1Þ becomes very wide, which is numerically
ΓWð1Þ=mWð1Þ ¼ 0.68–1.27 as shown in Table II.
The contribution from the higher KK modes are calcu-

lated in Ref. [53] and found to be small. Numerically, the
deviation of the eþe− → μþμ− cross section with the first
and second KKmodes from the deviation with only the first
KK modes is Oð1Þ% for

ffiffiffi
s

p
< 3 TeV. Thus we take only

the first KK modes into account in the following.

III. DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

In this section, formulas for the cross sections of thepp →
lþl− and pp → lν processes are summarized [76,77].
The cross section of the pp → lþl− process, σpp→lþl− , is

written in terms of the parton-level cross section
σff̄→lþl−ðsÞ as

σpp→lþl− ¼
X
f

Z
1

0

dx1

Z
1

0

dx2σff̄→lþl−ðsÞðFfðx1; QÞFf̄ðx2; QÞ þ Ffðx2; QÞFf̄ðx1; QÞÞ

¼
X
f

Z
spp

0

ds
Z

1

s=spp

dx1
2

x1spp
σff̄→lþl−ðsÞFfðx1;

ffiffiffi
s

p ÞFf̄

�
s

x1spp
;

ffiffiffi
s

p �
; ð3:1Þ

where Ffðx1;2; QÞ are the parton distribution function (PDF) at an energy scale Q and we take Q ¼ ffiffiffi
s

p
in this paper. By

introducing the invariant mass of the lepton pair denoted as mll ≡ ffiffiffi
s

p
, the differential cross section with respect to the

invariant mass is written as

TABLE V. Coupling constants of charged vector bosons, W0
bosons, to fermions in units of gw=

ffiffiffi
2

p
are listed for θH ¼ 0.10

and mKK ¼ 11 TeV (BL) in Table II, where sin2 θ0W ¼ 0.2306.
Other information is the same as in Table IV.

ff0 gLWff0 gRWff0 gL
Wð1Þff0 gR

Wð1Þff0 gL
Wð1Þ

R ff0
gR
Wð1Þ

R ff0

eνe 0.9977 0 5.0203 0 0.0127 0
μνμ 0.9977 0 4.7423 0 0.0121 0
τντ 0.9977 0 4.5451 0 0.0116 0
ud 0.9977 0 4.8380 0 0.0123 0
cs 0.9977 0 4.6229 0 0.0118 0
tb 0.9982 0 3.1365 0 0.0082 −0.0455

TABLE VI. Coupling constants of charged vector bosons, W0
bosons, to fermions in units of gw=

ffiffiffi
2

p
are listed for θH ¼ 0.10

and mKK ¼ 15 TeV (BH) in Table II, where sin2 θ0W ¼ 0.2306.
Other information is the same as in Table IV.

ff0 gLWff0 gRWff0 gL
Wð1Þff0 gR

Wð1Þff0 gL
Wð1Þ

R ff0
gR
Wð1Þ

R ff0

eνe 0.9976 0 6.4691 0 0.0164 0
μνμ 0.9976 0 6.2055 0 0.0157 0
τντ 0.9976 0 6.0376 0 0.0153 0
ud 0.9976 0 6.2923 0 0.0159 0
cs 0.9976 0 6.1021 0 0.0155 0
tb 0.9978 0 5.3389 0 0.0136 −0.0294

TABLE VII. Coupling constants of charged vector bosons, W0
bosons, to fermions in units of gw=

ffiffiffi
2

p
are listed for θH ¼ 0.11

and mKK ¼ 13 TeV (Bþ) in Table II, where sin2 θ0W ¼ 0.2305.
Other information is the same as in Table IV.

ff0 gLWff0 gRWff0 gL
Wð1Þff0 gR

Wð1Þff0 gL
Wð1Þ

R ff0
gR
Wð1Þ

R ff0

eνe 0.9971 0 6.2134 0 0.0190 0
μνμ 0.9971 0 5.9455 0 0.0182 0
τντ 0.9971 0 5.7724 0 0.0177 0
ud 0.9971 0 6.0342 0 0.0185 0
cs 0.9971 0 5.8391 0 0.0179 0
tb 0.9974 0 5.0226 0 0.0155 −0.0309

TABLE VIII. Coupling constants of charged vector bosons,W0
bosons, to fermions in units of gw=

ffiffiffi
2

p
are listed for θH ¼ 0.09

and mKK ¼ 13 TeV (B−) in Table II, where sin2 θ0W ¼ 0.2307.
Other information is the same as in Table IV.

ff0 gLWff0 gRWff0 gL
Wð1Þff0 gR

Wð1Þff0 gL
Wð1Þ

R ff0
gR
Wð1Þ

R ff0

eνe 0.9981 0 5.2761 0 0.0108 0
μνμ 0.9981 0 4.9979 0 0.0103 0
τντ 0.9981 0 4.8056 0 0.0099 0
ud 0.9981 0 5.0926 0 0.0105 0
cs 0.9981 0 4.8810 0 0.0101 0
tb 0.9985 0 3.7015 0 0.0078 −0.0397
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dσpp→lþl−

dmll
¼

X
f

Z
1

m2
ll=spp

dx1
4mll

x1spp
σff̄→lþl−ðs ¼ m2

llÞFfðx1; mllÞFf̄

�
m2

ll

x1spp
;mll

�
: ð3:2Þ

Similarly, the cross section of the pp → lν process, σpp→lν, is written as

σpp→lν ¼
X
f;f0

Z
spp

0

ds
Z

1

−1
d cos θ

Z
1

s=spp

dx1
2

x1spp

dσff̄0→lνðsÞ
d cos θ

Ffðx1;
ffiffiffi
s

p ÞFf̄0

�
s

x1spp
;

ffiffiffi
s

p �
; ð3:3Þ

where σff̄0→lνðsÞ is the parton-level cross section. The cross section of the pp → lν process is explored by measuring the
transverse mass (mT) or the transverse momentum of the charged-lepton (pT). These two parameters are related as
mT ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pTEmiss

T ð1 − cosϕÞ
p

, where Emiss
T is the missing energy and ϕ is the angle between the charged-lepton and missing

transverse momentum in the transverse plane. For pp collisions at high energies, the transverse momentum of the parton
may be ignored. ϕ ≃ π and the masses of the leptons are ignored, and one finds mT ≃ 2pT. The transverse momentum is
defined as pT ≡ ð ffiffiffi

s
p

=2Þj sin θj. The total cross section is written by using the transverse mass as

σpp→lν ¼
X
f;f0

Z ffiffiffiffiffispp
p

0

dmll

Z
mll

0

dmT

Z
1

m2
ll

spp

dx1
8mT

x1sppmll

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − m2

T
m2

ll

r Ffðx1; mllÞFf̄0

�
m2

ll

x1spp
;mll

�

×

0
B@dσff̄0→lνðsÞ

d cos θ

����
cos θ¼þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−

m2
T

m2
ll

r þ dσff̄0→lνðsÞ
d cos θ

����
cos θ¼−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−

m2
T

m2
ll

r
1
CA

¼
X
f;f0

Z ffiffiffiffiffi
spp

p

0

dmT

Z ffiffiffiffiffi
spp

p

mT

dmll

Z
1

m2
ll

spp

dx1
8mT

x1sppmll

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − m2

T
m2

ll

r Ffðx1; mllÞFf̄0

�
m2

ll

x1spp
;mll

�

×

0
B@dσff̄0→lνðsÞ

d cos θ

����
cos θ¼þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−

m2
T

m2
ll

r þ dσff̄0→lνðsÞ
d cos θ

����
cos θ¼−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−

m2
T

m2
ll

r
1
CA: ð3:4Þ

The differential cross section with respect to the transverse mass is

dσpp→lν

dmT
¼

X
f;f0

Z ffiffiffiffiffi
spp

p

mT

dmll

Z
1

m2
ll

spp

dx1
8mT

x1sppmll

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − m2

T
m2

ll

r Ffðx1; mllÞFf̄0

�
m2

ll

x1spp
;mll

�

×

0
B@dσff̄0→lνðsÞ

d cos θ

����
cos θ¼þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−

m2
T

m2
ll

r þ dσff̄0→lνðsÞ
d cos θ

����
cos θ¼−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−

m2
T

m2
ll

r
1
CA: ð3:5Þ

IV. CONSTRAINTS FROM LHC EXPERIMENTS

Constraints on the GHUA-model from the early stage of
LHC experiment are estimated in Refs. [46,47]. In this
section, we update the constraints by using the LHC run 2
data. Constraints on the GHU B-model are obtained as
well. We use CT10 [78] for the PDF and ManeParse [79] to
numerically evaluate the cross sections.

First, we recall the constraints on the Z0 bosons from the
pp → eþe− and μþμ− processes. To see the θH and mKK
dependence, the differential cross sections dσðpp →
μþμ−Þ=dMμμ are shown for the parameter sets (BL, B,
BH) and (Bþ, B, B−) in Fig. 1. The decay widths of the Z0

bosons are large, and therefore we refer the constraint from
the nonresonant searches in the dilepton final states at the
ATLAS group [2]. The dσðpp → lþl−Þ=dMll in the GHU
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model isOð1Þ% smaller forMll ≃ 500 GeV and 20%–30%
smaller forMll ≃ 1000 GeV, and becomes larger forMll ≳
2500 GeV than that in the SM as shown in Fig. 1. Hence

we follow the analysis in the “destructive interference” case
in Ref. [2]. For simplicity, we assume that the acceptance
and efficiency are independent of the invariant mass.
Therefore the acceptance times efficiency are introduced
as constant factors of the differential cross sections and are
determined to minimize the χ2 values in the control regions
(CRs). The number of events is obtained by integrating the
differential cross sections over the signal regions (SRs).
The CRs and SRs for each process are CR: [310,
1450] GeV and SR: [2770, 6000] GeV for pp → eþe−
and CR: [320, 1250] GeV and SR: [2570, 6000] GeV for
pp → μþμ−, respectively [2]. NGHU and NSM denote the
number of events in the GHU model and that in the SM,
respectively. The number of signal events Nsig is defined as
the excess of NGHU from NSM; Nsig ≡ NGHU − NSM.
NSM ¼ 1.2 for pp → eþe− and NSM ¼ 1.8 for
pp → μþμ−. Nsig for the parameter sets (A1, A2, A3)
are (21, 10, 4.9) for pp → eþe− and (18, 8.6, 4.0) for
pp → μþμ−.Nsig for the five parameter sets in the B-model

are shown in Table IX. The observed (expected) upper
limits at 95% confidence level (CL) on Nsig are 4.4 (5.0)
and 3.8 (4.0) for pp → eþe− and pp → μþμ−, which
disfavors the parameter sets Bþ and BL at 95% CL. The
parameter sets A1 and A2 are disfavored by the expected
upper limits at 95% CL for pp → eþe− and pp → μþμ−.
Next, we consider the constraints on theW0 bosons from

the pp → eν and μν processes. We consider the constraint
from the ATLAS group [3]. The CRs and SRs are not
specified there. The differential cross sections in the GHU
model are larger than that in the SM above MT ∼
2300 GeV for the parameter sets (BL, B, BH) and (Bþ,
B, B−). Therefore we take the SRs as SR: [2300,
6000] GeV for pp → eν and SR: [2400, 6000] GeV for
pp → μν, respectively. We take the CRs as CR: [310,
1030] GeV for pp → eν and CR: [300, 1050] GeV for
pp → μν. NSM ¼ 6.8 for pp → eν and NSM ¼ 3.8 for
pp → μν. Nsigs for the five parameter sets are shown in
Table X. The observed (expected) upper limits at 95% CL
on Nsig are 3.4 (8.4) and 8.6 (7.7) for pp → eν and
pp → μν, respectively. Therefore the parameter sets B,
Bþ, and BL are disfavored by the expected upper limits at

FIG. 1. Differential cross sections dσðpp → μþμ−Þ=dMμμ for
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV. The differential cross section in the SM is shown by the
black solid line. In the left figure, the differential cross sections with fixed θH ¼ 0.10 and mKK ¼ 11 TeV (BL), 13 TeV (B), 15 TeV
(BH) are shown. In the right figure, the differential cross sections with fixed mKK ¼ 13 TeV and θH ¼ 0.11 (Bþ), θH ¼ 0.10 (B),
θH ¼ 0.09 (B−) are shown.

TABLE IX. The number of signal events in the GHU B-model
Nsig ≡ NGHU − NSM, where NSM ¼ 1.2 for pp → eþe− and
NSM ¼ 1.8 for pp → μþμ−. The second and third columns show
Nsig for pp → eþe− and pp → μþμ− processes, respectively.
The observed (expected) upper limits at 95% CL on Nsig are 4.4
(5.0) and 3.8 (4.0) for pp → eþe− and pp → μþμ−, respectively.

pp → eþe− pp → μþμ−

mKK mKK

11 TeV 13 TeV 15 TeV 11 TeV 13 TeV 15 TeV

θH 0.11 5.7 5.0
0.10 6.1 3.9 2.7 4.9 3.1 2.1
0.09 2.4 1.6

TABLE X. The number of signal events in the GHU B-model
Nsig ≡ NGHU − NSM, where NSM ¼ 6.8 for pp → eν and NSM ¼
3.8 for pp → μν. The second and third columns show Nsig for
pp → eν and pp → μν processes. The observed (expected)
upper limits at 95% CL on Nsig are 3.4 (8.4) and 8.6 (7.7) for
pp → eν and pp → μν, respectively.

pp → eν pp → μν

mKK mKK

11 TeV 13 TeV 15 TeV 11 TeV 13 TeV 15 TeV

θH 0.11 17 10
0.10 22 12 6.9 13 7.3 4.3
0.09 6.9 4.2
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95% CL for pp → eν. The parameter sets (A1, A2, A3) are
not excluded from the pp → eν and pp → μν processes
because of the large W0 mass and small gauge couplings.

V. FOR FUTURE LHC EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we estimate the numbers of events of the
pp → fW;W0g → lν and pp → fγ; Z; Z0g → lþl− proc-
esses at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV with the luminosity 300 fb−1 (LHC
Run 3) and 3000 fb−1 (HL-LHC). Other background
processes are ignored and the acceptance and efficiency
are not taken into account. The numbers of events NGHU
and NSM are estimated by integrating the differential cross
sections times luminosity from mmin to 6 TeV, where mmin
is determined by the condition

dσGHUpp→lν

dmT

����
mT¼mmin

¼ dσSMpp→lν

dmT

����
mT¼mmin

; ð5:1Þ

or

dσGHUpp→lþl−

dmll

����
mll¼mmin

¼
dσSMpp→lþl−

dmll

����
mll¼mmin

: ð5:2Þ

The discovery significance is given by [10,80]

Z≡
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

�
NGHU ln

NGHU

NSM
þ NSM − NGHU

�s
: ð5:3Þ

Although the formula (5.3) is derived in the large number
limit, we use this formula independent of the numbers of
events for simplicity. For a given Z, the corresponding
p-value, which is defined as the probability of obtaining a
larger excess, is the same as p ¼ 1 − Fðμþ ZσÞ, where F
is the Gaussian cumulative distribution function, μ is a
mean and σ is a standard deviation. Usually, an excess
larger than 5σ is qualified as a discovery. Therefore, we
estimate the parameter set which gives Z ≃ 5. The p ¼ 0.05
corresponds to the discovery significance Z ¼ 1.64, and a
model is allowed at a 95% CL for Z < 1.64 [80]. We
calculate the p-value by assuming that events follow the
Poisson distribution.
In the A-model, the differential cross section of the

pp → lν process is almost equal to that in the SM for
mKK > 8 TeV at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV. For the parameter set A3,
the differential cross section of pp → eþe− process is
larger above mmin ¼ 2.287 TeV. With the luminosity
300 fb−1, NGHU ¼ 70.1, NSM ¼ 28.8 and the correspond-
ing discovery significance is 6.49. The numbers of events
and discovery significance of pp → μþμ− process are
smaller than those of the pp → eþe− process.
For the B-model, the discovery significance of the

pp → eν process is larger than that of the pp → μν and
pp → lþl− processes for the same parameter sets

considered bellow. We choose parameter sets zL ≃Oð1012Þ
with integral mKK=TeV. The results for the pp → eν and
pp → eþe− processes are summarized in Tables XI and
XII. The masses and decay widths of the W0 and Z0 for
those parameters are shown in Tables XIII–XVII.
For θH ¼ 0.09 and mKK ¼ 15 TeV, it is found that

mmin ¼ 2.482 TeV, NGHU ¼ 63 and NSM ¼ 31 at the
LHC Run 3, where the discovery significance is
Z ¼ 5.08. When about 63 events are observed for the
pp → eν process in the transverse mass range 2.5 TeV≲
mT ≲ 6.0 TeV at the LHC Run 3, the discovery of new
physics is expected, and the GHU model becomes viable.
The numbers of events of the GHU (SM) in each bin are
67.5 (92.5), 29.7 (21.6), 24.1 (7.1), 6.3 (0.56), and 1.4
(0.05) for [2000, 2500] GeV, [2500, 3000] GeV, [3000,
4000] GeV, [4000, 5000] GeV, and [5000, 6000] GeV,
respectively.
By interpolating the numerical results shown in Table XI,

we obtain Z ¼ 1.64 for θH ¼ 0.0727 and mKK ¼
18.44 TeV, where NGHU ¼ 9.75 and NSM ¼ 5.48.
Hence, as a rough estimate, the upper limit of the KK
scale testable at the LHC Run 3 is mKK ≃ 18.44 TeV. At
the HL-LHC, the total integrated luminosity 3000 fb−1 of
data is going to be collected [73–75]. For θH ¼ 0.06 and
mKK ¼ 22 TeV, NGHU ¼ 13.9 and NSM ¼ 8.77 at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼
14 TeV with the 3000 fb−1 luminosity. The discovery
significance is Z ¼ 1.61 and the corresponding p-value
is p ¼ 0.0627. The GHU B-model is testable up
to mKK ≃ 22 TeV.
We add that backgrounds coming from other processes,

acceptance and efficiency have not been taken into account
in the evaluation in this section.

TABLE XI. The model parameters, lower limits of integral,
numbers of events, and discovery significance of the pp → eν
process at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV with the luminosity 300 fb−1.

θH

mKK
(TeV) zL

mmin
(TeV) NGHU NSM Significance

0.09 15 3.196 × 1012 2.482 63.0 30.8 5.08
0.08 17 5.001 × 1012 2.831 22.5 12.0 2.69
0.07 19 1.431 × 1012 3.263 6.86 3.91 1.34
0.06 22 9.479 × 1011 3.854 1.39 0.877 0.508

TABLE XII. The model parameters, lower limits of integral,
numbers of events, and discovery significance of the pp → eþe−
process at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV with the luminosity 300 fb−1.

θH

mKK
(TeV) zL

mmin
(TeV) NGHU NSM Significance

0.09 15 3.196 × 1012 2.790 19.0 7.96 3.33
0.08 17 5.001 × 1012 3.142 7.29 3.40 1.83
0.07 19 1.431 × 1012 3.568 2.43 1.26 0.925
0.06 22 9.479 × 1011 4.152 0.562 0.335 0.357
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VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper we studied the pp → fW;W0g → lν and
pp → fγ; Z; Z0g → lþl− (l ¼ e, μ) processes in the
SUð3ÞC × SOð5Þ ×Uð1ÞX GHUmodels. Due to the behav-
ior of the wave functions of various fields in the fifth
dimension, the Z0 couplings of right- and left-handed
quarks become relatively large in the GHU A-model and
B-model, respectively. The largest decay width of the Z0

bosons is found to be Γγð1Þ=mγð1Þ ∼ 0.1 in the A-model and
ΓZð1Þ=mZð1Þ ∼ 0.8 in the B-model. The W0 couplings of left-
handed quarks also become large in the GHU B-model, and
ΓWð1Þ=mWð1Þ ∼ 1. In contrast to it, the Wð1Þ couplings in the
A-model remain small with ΓWð1Þ=mWð1Þ ∼ 0.04.

The differential cross sections of the pp → lþl− proc-
esses in the GHU models are smaller than those in the SM
for the invariant mass mll ≲ 2 TeV. From the searches for
events in the dilepton final states at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV with up
to 140 fb−1 of data [2], the A-model is constrained as θH ≲
0.08 and mKK ≳ 9.5 TeV, and the B-model is constrained
as θH ≲ 0.10 and mKK ≳ 13 TeV.
The differential cross sections of the pp → lν processes

in the GHU B-model are also smaller than those in the SM
for the transverse mass mT ≲ 2 TeV. The constraint on the
B-model from the searches for events in the lepton and
missing transverse mass final states at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV with
up to 140 fb−1 of data [3] is severe compared with
the constraint from those in the dilepton final states.

TABLE XIII. Masses and decay widths of Wð1Þ, Wð1Þ
R , Zð1Þ, Zð1Þ

R , and γð1Þ are listed. mWð1Þ ≃mZð1Þ ≃mγð1Þ with 4 digits of precision.
m

Wð1Þ
R

and m
Zð1Þ
R

are exactly equal.

θH mKK mWð1Þ m
Wð1Þ

R
ΓWð1Þ Γ

Wð1Þ
R

ΓZð1Þ Γ
Zð1Þ
R

Γγð1Þ

(rad) (TeV) (TeV) (TeV) (TeV) (TeV) (TeV) (TeV) (TeV) Table

0.09 15 11.74 11.48 12.17 0.458 9.712 0.989 4.007 XIV
0.08 17 13.31 13.01 13.98 0.527 11.16 1.132 4.603 XV
0.07 19 14.89 14.54 14.98 0.563 11.96 1.231 4.952 XVI
0.06 22 17.24 16.84 17.10 0.642 13.66 1.413 5.662 XVII

TABLE XIV. Coupling constants of vector bosons are listed for θH ¼ 0.09 and mKK ¼ 15 TeV in Table XIII, where
sin2 θ0W ¼ 0.2307. The above table shows the couplings of W0 bosons to fermions in units of gw=

ffiffiffi
2

p
. The below table shows the

couplings of Z0 bosons to fermions in units of gw ¼ e= sin θ0W . Their corresponding γ boson coupling constants are the same as those in
the SM. The values less than 10−4 are written as 0.

ff0 gLWff0 gRWff0 gL
Wð1Þff0 gR

Wð1Þff0 gL
Wð1Þ

R ff0
gR
Wð1Þ

R ff0

eνe 0.9981 0 5.9277 0 0.0121 0
μνμ 0.9981 0 5.6554 0 0.0116 0
τντ 0.9981 0 5.4764 0 0.0113 0
ud 0.9981 0 5.7462 0 0.0118 0
cs 0.9981 0 5.5457 0 0.0114 0
tb 0.9983 0 4.6551 0 0.0097 −0.0330

f gLZf gRZf gL
Zð1Þf gR

Zð1Þf gL
Zð1Þ
R f

gR
Zð1Þ
R f

gL
γð1Þf gR

γð1Þf

νe 0.5690 0 3.3812 0 −1.0668 0 0 0
νμ 0.5690 0 3.2259 0 −1.0200 0 0 0
ντ 0.5690 0 3.1238 0 −0.9892 0 0 0

e −0.3059 0.2630 −1.8180 −0.0562 −1.0770 0 −2.8470 0.1030
μ −0.3059 0.2630 −1.7345 −0.0562 −1.0297 0 −2.7160 0.1030
τ −0.3059 0.2630 −1.6796 −0.0562 −0.9986 0 −2.6303 0.1029

u 0.3936 −0.1754 2.2675 0.0375 0.3518 0 1.8399 −0.0687
c 0.3936 −0.1754 2.1188 0.0375 0.3401 0 1.7757 −0.0687
t 0.3939 −0.1751 1.8369 −0.3128 0.2878 −0.7078 1.4907 0.5749

d −0.4813 0.0877 −2.7726 0.1133 0.3419 −0.1758 −0.9200 −0.2062
s −0.4813 0.0877 −2.6759 0.1428 0.3305 −0.2150 −0.8878 −0.2599
b −0.4813 0.0877 −2.2461 0.2844 0.2798 −0.4024 −0.7452 −0.5179
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The constraint on the B-model is θH < 0.10 and
mKK > 13 TeV. The A-model is consistent with the exper-
imental data due to the narrow decay width of the
Wð1Þ boson.

At
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV with the luminosity 300 fb−1, signals
of Z0 bosons in the A-model can be seen in the pp → lþl−
processes for θH ¼ 0.08 and mKK ¼ 9.5 TeV. In the
B-model, signals of W0 bosons can be seen in the

TABLE XV. Coupling constants of vector bosons are listed for θH ¼ 0.08 andmKK ¼ 17 TeV in Table XIII, where sin2 θ0W ¼ 0.2308.

ff0 gLWff0 gRWff0 gL
Wð1Þff0 gR

Wð1Þff0 gL
Wð1Þ

R ff0
gR
Wð1Þ

R ff0

eνe 0.9985 0 5.9655 0 0.0097 0
μνμ 0.9985 0 5.6937 0 0.0092 0
τντ 0.9985 0 5.5155 0 0.0090 0
ud 0.9985 0 5.7842 0 0.0094 0
cs 0.9985 0 5.5844 0 0.0091 0
tb 0.9987 0 4.7041 0 0.0077 −0.0327

f gLZf gRZf gL
Zð1Þf gR

Zð1Þf gL
Zð1Þ
R f

gR
Zð1Þ
R f

gL
γð1Þf gR

γð1Þf

νe 0.5693 0 3.4026 0 −1.0757 0 0 0
νμ 0.5693 0 3.2475 0 −1.0288 0 0 0
ντ 0.5693 0 3.1459 0 −0.9981 0 0 0
e −0.3061 0.2632 −1.8294 −0.0559 −1.0837 0 −2.8658 0.1022
μ −0.3061 0.2632 −1.7461 −0.0559 −1.0365 0 −2.7352 0.1022
τ −0.3061 0.2632 −1.6914 −0.0559 −1.0056 0 −2.6496 0.1021
u 0.3938 −0.1754 2.2823 0.0372 0.3534 0 1.8525 −0.0681
c 0.3938 −0.1754 2.2035 0.0372 0.3417 0 1.7885 −0.0681
t 0.3940 −0.1752 1.8561 −0.3108 0.2902 −0.7020 1.5067 0.5702
d −0.4815 0.0877 −2.7908 0.1127 0.3455 −0.1751 −0.9262 −0.2052
s −0.4815 0.0877 −2.6944 0.1421 0.3341 −0.2142 −0.8943 −0.2588
b −0.4815 0.0877 −2.2696 0.2833 0.2837 −0.4014 −0.7533 −0.5161

TABLE XVI. Coupling constants of vector bosons are listed for θH ¼ 0.07 and mKK ¼ 19 TeV in Table XIII, where
sin2 θ0W ¼ 0.2309.

ff0 gLWff0 gRWff0 gL
Wð1Þff0 gR

Wð1Þff0 gL
Wð1Þ

R ff0
gR
Wð1Þ

R ff0

eνe 0.9988 0 5.8583 0 0.0073 0
μνμ 0.9988 0 5.5850 0 0.0069 0
τντ 0.9988 0 5.4046 0 0.0067 0
ud 0.9987 0 5.6763 0 0.0070 0
cs 0.9987 0 5.4745 0 0.0068 0
tb 0.9989 0 4.5622 0 0.0057 −0.0336

f gLZf gRZf gL
Zð1Þf gR

Zð1Þf gL
Zð1Þ
R f

gR
Zð1Þ
R f

gL
γð1Þf gR

γð1Þf

νe 0.5695 0 3.3413 0 −1.0646 0 0 0
νμ 0.5695 0 3.1854 0 −1.0173 0 0 0
ντ 0.5695 0 3.0825 0 −0.9859 0 0 0
e −0.3062 0.2633 −1.7964 −0.0572 −1.0586 0 −2.8150 0.1045
μ −0.3062 0.2633 −1.7126 −0.0572 −1.0114 0 −2.6836 0.1045
τ −0.3062 0.2633 −1.6573 −0.0571 −0.9803 0 −2.5969 0.1044
u 0.3939 −0.1755 2.2396 0.0381 0.3463 0 1.8184 −0.0697
c 0.3939 −0.1755 2.1600 0.0381 0.3346 0 1.7537 −0.0697
t 0.3941 −0.1754 1.8000 −0.3199 0.2814 −0.7201 1.4615 0.5861
d −0.4817 0.0878 −2.7385 0.1144 0.3404 −0.1779 −0.9092 −0.2083
s −0.4817 0.0878 −2.6412 0.1440 0.3289 −0.2173 −0.8769 −0.2622
b −0.4817 0.0878 −2.2010 0.2867 0.2766 −0.4063 −0.7307 −0.5223
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pp → eν process for mKK ≲ 15 TeV and θH ≳ 0.09. The
upper limit of the KK scale in the B-model can be pushed to
mKK ≃ 18 TeV with the luminosity 300 fb−1 and to mKK ≃
22 TeV with luminosity 3000 fb−1.
At the ILC, the effects of Z0 bosons in fermion pair

production processes can be seen even at
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 250 GeV
by using polarized electron and positron beams. For
mKK < 22 TeV, the deviations of the cross section for
the eþe− → μþμ− process in the GHU B-model from
that in the SM are Oð1Þ% for a left-handed electron
beam and Oð0.1Þ% with a right-handed electron beam atffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 250 GeV, where the statistical uncertainty with the
250 fb−1 luminosity data is about 0.1% [53]. To reduce
theoretical uncertainties, further studies beyond the tree-
level are necessary.
Collider physics of radions, KK gravitons, and KK

gluons are also important subjects in models defined on
a higher dimensional spacetime [81,82]. For instance, KK
gluons mediate dijet and tt̄ production processes at hadron
colliders. In the tt̄ production processes, the forward-
backward asymmetry [83,84] and the charge asymmetry
[85,86] have been measured, which so far have been
consistent with the SM predictions. Effects of KK gluons
in the pp → tt̄ process need be studied in the GHU models

as well. KK gluons in the GHU B-model have large
couplings to left-handed fermions with a large decay width
just as KK photons. Broad excesses of the differential cross
sections are foreseen at the LHC in the process mediated by
KK gauge bosons, and the polarization dependence of the
cross sections should be confirmed at the ILC by using
polarized beams. Observing these characteristic signals
may provide a strong indication for the existence of the
extra dimension.
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TABLE XVII. Coupling constants of vector bosons are listed for θH ¼ 0.06 and mKK ¼ 22 TeV in Table XIII, where
sin2 θ0W ¼ 0.2311.

ff0 gLWff0 gRWff0 gL
Wð1Þff0 gR

Wð1Þff0 gL
Wð1Þ

R ff0
gR
Wð1Þ

R ff0

eνe 0.9992 0 5.8233 0 0.0053 0
μνμ 0.9992 0 5.5496 0 0.0051 0
τντ 0.9992 0 5.3685 0 0.0049 0
ud 0.9992 0 5.6412 0 0.0051 0
cs 0.9992 0 5.4387 0 0.0050 0
tb 0.9993 0 4.5149 0 0.0042 −0.0339

f gLZf gRZf gL
Zð1Þf gR

Zð1Þf gL
Zð1Þ
R f

gR
Zð1Þ
R f

gL
γð1Þf gR

γð1Þf

νe 0.5697 0 3.3212 0 −1.0541 0 0 0
νμ 0.5697 0 3.1651 0 −1.0069 0 0 0
ντ 0.5697 0 3.0618 0 −0.9756 0 0 0
e −0.3063 0.2634 −1.7854 −0.0577 −1.0585 0 −2.7988 0.1054
μ −0.3063 0.2634 −1.7015 −0.0577 −1.0111 0 −2.6672 0.1054
τ −0.3063 0.2634 −1.6456 −0.0576 −0.9797 0 −2.5912 0.1053
u 0.3941 −0.1756 2.2255 0.0385 0.3438 0 1.8075 −0.0702
c 0.3941 −0.1756 2.1456 0.0385 0.3320 0 1.7426 −0.0702
t 0.3942 −0.1755 1.7812 −0.3235 0.2782 −0.7264 1.4467 0.5919
d −0.4819 0.0878 −2.7214 0.1149 0.3395 −0.1789 −0.9037 −0.2093
s −0.4819 0.0878 −2.6238 0.1446 0.3279 −0.2184 −0.8713 −0.2634
b −0.4819 0.0878 −2.1781 0.2879 0.2748 −0.4083 −0.7233 −0.5245
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